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500,000 copies of Eyewitness to the Earliest Days of Life and Window to the Womb
have been distributed and translated worldwide.

Disc 1: Ian Donald “A Prophetic Legacy”
(1910-1987) The pioneer of clinical ultrasound — for such a time as this
A documentary of Ian Donald, the pioneer of clinical ultrasound and the legacy he has left
behind. In 1987, Sonographer, Shari Richard, accepted the call to continue Ian’s legacy
and will take you through the 50-year battle of abortion fought with the powerful truth of
Ultrasound: “The Window to the Womb.” (50 min.)

SWI Review: A 20 year journey of Sound Wave Images. (20 min.)

Disc 2: “A Journey From Death To Life”

Abridged Version: Perfect for counseling and education in pregnancy centers,
schools and churches. (28 min.)
Precious Life: A music video from the unborn babies, displaying their beautiful
creation of life in the womb. Using digital ultrasound and embryoscopy, this section is
perfect for education and changing hearts. (5 min. / Music in English and Spanish)
Sound Wave Images, Inc.
2422 Harness Drive ■ West Bloomfield, MI 48324
Toll Free: 1-800-364-4942 ■ Website: www.unborn.com
E-mail: srichard@unborn.com ■ 䉷2009
Shari Richard, RDMS
Founder of Sound Wave Images, Inc.

THE NEXT GENERATION

Hear the voices of men and women who are breaking the silence as they
share their personal stories of the tragic grief and pain of abortion.
Combined with music and testimony, this message will bring healing
and hope — to begin the journey back from death to life, from pain to
healing and from denial to purpose. (Full version: 50 min.)

Womb 2:

Seeing is believing — or is it??? The History • The Lie • The Cover Up
• Search to Destroy • The Victims • Is this Choice?
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“My battle against The Abortion Act of 1967 resulted in me showing one of
my first ultrasonic film of a moving 12 week fetus to a television audience
of over 20 million. The government was furious. My own personal fears are
that my research into early intrauterine life may be misused towards its
more accurate destruction. Will the gynaecologist of tomorrow, I wonder,
be able to withstand the humanist pressure groups, that we may, in the
words of a famous Anglican Collect, “So pass through things temporal so
that we lose not the things that are eternal.”
— Ian Donald

Sound Wave Images Production
Sonographer, Shari Richard
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THE 50 YEAR BATTLE:
Ultrasound: The Window to the Womb vs abortion
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Ian Donald: “A Prophetic Legacy”
Disc 2 “A Journey from Death to Life”
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